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INTRODUCTION

Ouriginal assists you in the prevention and detection of plagiarism. This guide contains information that will help familiarize you with the Ouriginal platform. In this section, we will cover:

- How to consult the Ouriginal analysis report for student submissions.

I. TROUVER LE RAPPORT D’UNE ANALYSE

1. To find the analysis report, you need to click on the “Original” tab. Then, click on the hyperlink corresponding to the Assignment whose analysis report you want to consult.

   Plagiarism Detection Overview

   Assignment Overview

   Submission Folder Name  Number of Documents Submitted  Number of Documents Analyzed  Last Updated  Due Date  Receiver Account  Turn On/Off Plagiarism Detection  Display Similarity Report to Students upon submission

   🙏 Essai sur Ouriginals  6  6  Sep 8, 2021 11:34 AM  -  hmarquez.ottaw@analysis.ouriginal.com  🌐  🔄

2. You can filter the submitted assignments according to your choice by clicking on the drop-down menu “Filters” (1), on the criteria that suit you (2) and finally on Apply filters (3)

   Submission Details

   All assignments

   Submission Status
   Any status
   Search For A Student Or Group

   Apply Filters

3. You can open the Analysis Report by first clicking on Show details (1), the three lines next to the title (2) and...
then on View report (3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Name</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Significance Score</th>
<th>Last Updated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L'apprentissage.docx</td>
<td>Analyzed</td>
<td>7.83%</td>
<td>Sep 8, 2021 10:48 AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View Report (3).docx</td>
<td>Analyzed</td>
<td>92.00%</td>
<td>Sep 7, 2021 3:38 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission Feedback</td>
<td>Analyzed</td>
<td>6.61%</td>
<td>Aug 27, 2021 4:25 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. LE RAPPORT D'ANALYSE

Here we will take an overview of the most important aspects of the analysis report. The report gives you "Analysis overview", "Findings", "Similarity", "Submission details" and "Quick options".
1. The "Analysis Overview" shows the pages of the document where similarities can be found, and tells us, with colors, in which part they can be found, either in orange for "Matching Text" or in purple for "Warnings".

2. "Findings" show the hints that Ouriginal classifies into three categories:
   a. "Matching text": word-to-word matches between sentences in the assignment and other sources.
   b. "Warnings": letters or symbols that may have been introduced between the words of the assignment to prevent detection of borrowings.
   c. "Cross-Language": combination of characters that can be found in a text of a different language from that of the assignment.

3. The "Similarity" allows you to analyze the proportion of the percentage of similarity between the document submitted by a student and those submitted in the entire section. It exposes, in the first column, the percentage of similarities of the submitted document and other sources. In the second column, the average of the similarity percentages of all the texts submitted for this assignment.

4. The “Submission Details”: shows information about the submitted assignment (date, ID number, message, etc.).

5. "Quick options": allow you to restore the report to its original status (before any changes were made), export the analysis to send to students, or open the Start Tour.

6. The Profile menu is divided into two:
   a. **Show in Text** allows you to disable (or enable) highlights, such as:
      i. **Quotes** (in gray), for sentences that appear in quotes and could correspond to quotes.
      ii. **Brackets** (in blue), which could content bibliographic information.
      iii. **Detailed Text Differences**, highlighting words that have been deleted in a quote (in pink) and words that have been changed (in green), which helps identify an attempt to paraphrase a text from another source.
   b. **Options** offers the following options:
      i. **Export report**, to download a PDF version of the report
      ii. **Share analysis report**, to send a link of the report by email
      iii. Change the report language,
      iv. Find the **Support** section for contact information,
      v. Get **Help**, downloading The Ouriginal Analysis User Guide
      vi. **Sign in** to restore your connection with the analysis report if it was lost during navigation or to disconnect when you want to close the session.

To learn more about the elements of the Analysis Report, please see our resources.